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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper L will be an Archimedean Riesz space. In Section 5 we investi- 
gate the behaviour of positive projections in L. in a natural way the regular 
Riesz subspaces and the normal Riesz subspaces of L will enter our discussion. 
For that reason, we discuss in Section 3 regular Riesz subspaces and in Section 4 
normal Riesz subspaces of L. 
In Section 2 we show that if M is a Riesz subspace of L, then the collection of 
bands in M can be canonically considered as a subset of bands in L. The main 
result of Section 3 is that this embedding is "nice" if and only if M is regular. 
An analog of this result for order dense Riesz subspaces i proved by Bigard 
([1], Lemme 2). To be precise, in the terminology of section 2, Bigard showed 
that rcM is onto ~(L) if and only if M is order dense, whereas we show that zrM is 
order continuous if and only if M is regular. 
It is noteworthy that the results of this paper (notably Theorem 3.4 and 
Theorem 5.4) will be used to solve some open problems in statistics on sufficient 
a-algebras. This will be done in a forthcoming paper. 
Finally, the reader not familiar with the theory of Riesz spaces is referred to 
[3, 4]. All concepts to be used in this paper can be found in these text books. 
2. BANDS IN RIESZ SUBSPACES 
From now on, L will always be an Archimedean Riesz space. By cS(L) (resp. 
2p(L)) we shall denote the set of all (principal) bands in L. Ordering ~(L) by 
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inclusion it becomes a complete Boolean algebra ([3], Theorem 22.7). If f, g E L, 
we write fA_g whenever I l ia  [g[ =0. Furthermore, i fA  is any subset of L, we 
set 
Ad= {fEL  :f.l.a VaEA}.  
It is well-known that VA CL we have AdE ~(L) and moreover, since L is 
Archimedean, A dd is the smallest band of L containing A (here, of course, 
A dd = (Ad)d). The band A d is called the disjoint complement of A. 
Next, throughout this section, let M be a fixed but arbitrary Riesz subspace 
of L. Then M is an Archimedean Riesz space in its own right. We shall have to 
distinguish between taking disjoint complements in L and in M. Therefore, if 
A CM, we define 
A m= {fEM:f_l_a VaEA} =ADAM, 
so A"  is the disjoint complement of A in M. Since A is also a subset of L, A d is 
as defined above. 
Now, as above, let 2(M) denote the complete Boolean algebra consisting of 
all bands in M. We shall show that, in a canonical way, 2(M) can be viewed of 
as a subset of 2(L). First we note that if B E 2(L), then B n M is always an ideal 
in M but not necessarily a band (see also Theorem 3.4). However, every band in 
2(M) can be obtained by intersecting M with a suitable lement of 2(L). 
LEMMA 2.1. Let Be  2(M). Then B=BddAM. 
PROOF. Clearly BcBddAM.  Now, let fEB  rn, f>0  be given. Then also 
fEB  d, so f~B dd. Since BddnMis  an ideal in M, it follows that 
BmnBddnM = {0}. 
Thus 
Bdd A M C B rnrn =B, 
which proves the lemma. 
Next, for all B E 2(M), set 7[M(B ) = B dd. Then/c M is a map from 2(M) into 
2(L) as well as from 2p(M) into 2p(L). 
THEOREM 2.2. Let B,B 1, B2 E ~(M). Then we have 
(a) ~f 7CM(BI) = 7~M(B2), then B1 --B2, i.e., ~ZM is one-one. 
(b) 7r/({0})= {0}, Z~M(M)=M dd. 
(c) I f  B1CB2, then tOM(B1) C zri(B2). 
(d) zri(B m) = (zei(B)) dn M dd = B d n M dd. 
(e) ltM(B 1AB2) --/ZM(B1) n/rM(B2). 
(f) ZrM(BIVB2) = ZrM(B1)VlrM(B2) (V denotes the Boolean algebra suprernum). 
PROOF. (a) Immediate from Lemma 2.1. 
(b) and (c) Immediate from the definition of zrM. 
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(d) Clearly rgM(B m) cBdOM dd= (lZM(B))dOM dd. Next, let fe  M dd be such 
that f±  B d 0 M dd and f.l_ B dd fl M dd, so f .J_ B m, f .l_ B. Then necessarily f=  0 has 
to hold. Thus 7~M(B m) = BdOM dd. 
(e) By (c) we have 1ZM(Blf"IB2)CIrM(BI)NI'CM(B2). If this inclusion were 
strict, there exists an f>O in L satisfying 
f ~ (B dd f') Bd2 d) N (B, f) B2) ddd = (B dd A Bd2 d ) 0 (B1 f~ B2) d • 
Let ml ~B10B2. Then clearlyf_Lml. Next, let m2 ~ (B10B2)dNM, so 
m 2 .I-B 1NB2 dd dd =B1 fhB2 NM. 
Hence m 2 _L B dd 0 B dd, so f_L m 2 . This shows that f~  M d, but 
MdOBdd= {0}. 
So f= 0. This contradiction shows that TCM(B 1 A B2)= ;¢M(B1)f')~ZM(B2). 
(f) Immediate from (b), (d) and (e). 
The above theorem shows that nm acts as a one-one Boolean homomorphism 
from ,~(M) into the principal ideal of ~(L) generated by M dd. Therefore, the 
following is now immediate. 
COROLLARY 2.3. I f  Mdd=L, then ~M is a one-one Boolean homo- 
morphism from ,~(M) into ~(L). 
3. ORDER CONTINUITY OF H M 
Again, throughout this section, let M be a Riesz subspace of L. As we have 
seen in Section 2, 7rm embeds ~(M) as a sub Boolean algebra rcM(~(M)) of a 
principal ideal of ~(L). The embedding zr m preserves uprema nd infima of 
finite subsets of ~(M). In order that nM preserves uprema and infima of 
arbitrary subsets, it must be order continuous (i.e., if B~+0 in .#(M), then 
z~M(B~)~O in ~(L)). In this section we shall see that ZrM is not automatically 
order continuous. In fact, we show that ZCM is order continuous if and only if M 
is regular in L. 
DEFINITION 3.1. We say that M is a regular Riesz subspace whenever it 
follows from fr+O in M, that f~$O in L. 
By way of an example we show that not every Riesz subspace is automatically 
regular. 
EXAMPLE 3.2. Let L be the collection of all bounded real-valued functions 
on [0, 1] and let M= C([0, 1]). For n~N,  setfn(x)=x n Vx~ [0, 1]. Then f,~0 in 
C([0, 1]) but f~+z{l} in L, so C([0, 1]) is not regular in L. If M1 denotes the 
collection of all constant functions in L, then M1 is clearly regular in L as well as 
in M. 
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We observe that any ideal, and hence any band in L is regular. Before 
proving the announced main result of this section we first derive the following. 
LEMMA 3.3. (i) Let fo , f reL  + be such that fo>f~for  all r and such that 
{Jr} is decreasing. Then frJ.0 i f  and only if (f~ - efo) + ~0 for all e > 0 (in ~). 
(ii) Let fo>_fr~O in L + and let e>0 in [R be given. Setting ur=(fr-efo) + for 
all r, then nr  {ur} aa= {0}. 
PROOF. (i) Assume that f~$0 and let e > 0 be given. Setting u~ = ( f r -  ef0) +, 
it follows that u r is decreasing and 0 _< u r_<fr for all r. Hence ur]0. Conversely, 
assume that (fr - efo) + $0 for all e > 0. Let u e L be such that 0 _< u -<Jr for all r. 
Given e > 0, we have 0 <_ (u - efo) + <- ( J r -  efo) + for all r, so 0 <_ u <_ efo holds for 
all e > 0. Since L is Archimedean u = 0 has to hold. Thus f~$0. 
(ii) Set o r = ( f r -e fo ) -  for all r. By part (i) it follows that orTefo. Next, let 
fe  n r  {Ur} dd" Then f.l. vrVz, so f_l_f0. Since {ur}daC {fo} dd for all r, it follows 
that f=  0. 
Next, we prove the main result of this section. 
THEOREM 3.4. The following are equivalent. 
(i) M is a regular Riesz subspace of  L. 
(ii) For all Be  ~(L), we have BOMe ~(M). 
(iii) ~z M is an order continuous map from ~(M) into ~(L). 
(iv) ZtM is an order continuous map from ~p(M) into ~p(L). 
PROOF. (i) = (ii). Assume that M is regular. Let B e ~(L) be given. Clearly 
BnMis  an ideal in M. Now, l e t f reBOMandfeMbe such that 0_<f,1"fin M. 
Then f-fr+O in M, so f-f~+O in L. Thus fr~f in L. Since all f r are in B, it 
follows that fe  B. Hence fe  B n M, so B n Me ~(M). 
(ii)=(iii). Assume that for all Be  ~(L) we have BAMe ~(M). Now, let 
Br e ~(M) be such that BrTM in ~(M). Since ~(L) is a complete Boolean 
algebra, it follows that there exists a Ce  ~(L) such that ZCM(Br)?C in ~(L). Now 
B, CM for all r, so rCM(Br) CM dd for all r and hence CCM dd. Setting B = CAM,  
we have B e ~(M) by assumption. Furthermore, for all r, 
Be = 7rM(Br) MMC CAM = B, 
so B = M holds. Thus we obtain C = C dd D B dd= M rid, which implies C = M dd= 
= •M(M). This shows that/1: M is order continuous. 
(iii)=(iv). Assume that 7r M is order continuous from ~(M) into ~(L). Let 
Bre 2p(M) be such that Br~{0 } in ~p(M). Obviously BrI{0 } in ~(M) has to 
hold, so ~ZM(Br)+{0} in ~(L) and hence certainly in ~p(L). This shows that 7rMiS 
order continuous from 2p(M) into ~p(L). 
(iv)=(i). Assume that gM is order continuous from ~p(M) into Np(L). 
Let fo , f~eM + be such that f0_>f~+0 in M. Let e>0 (in N) be given and 
set ur=(fr-efo) + for all r. Then ureM + and u~+0 in M (by Lemma 3.3 (i) 
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applied to the Archimedean Riesz space M). By Lemma 3.3 (ii) we have 
Nr {ur}mm={0} • Hence, by assumption and since 7rM({Ur}mrn)={Uz} cld, it 
follows that (~ {Uz} ddm {0}. This is only possible if u~+0 in L. Now this holds 
for all e > 0, so by Lemma 3.3 (i) we obtainf~$0 in L, showing that M is regular. 
4. NORMAL RIESZ SUBSPACES 
Again, throughout this section, let Mbe a Riesz subspace of L. We introduce 
one more property that M might have. 
DEFINITION 4.1. We say that M is a normal Riesz subspace of L whenever 
M is closed for taking arbitrary suprema, i.e., i f FC  M and if f=  sup F exists in 
L, then f e M has to hold. 
Obviously, if M is normal, then M is also closed for taking arbitrary infima. 
However this does not imply that a normal Riesz subspace is always regular (see 
Theorem 4.6 below). On the other hand, an ideal is regular but it is only normal 
if it is a band. Thus, the notions of regularity and normality are in general 
independent. 
Next, we recall that if Be  ~(L) is such that L =B+B d, then B is called a 
projection band. The collection of all projection bands will be denoted by ~(L). 
Now, let Be  ~(L). If feL ,  then we have f=f l  +f2, f l  eB,  f2 eB d. This 
decomposition is unique. The element f l is called the projection of f onto B. In 
the sequel we shall denote the projection o f f  onto B by PBf. Finally, we recall 
that if ,~(L) -- 2(L), then L is said to have the projection property (abbreviated 
as p.p.) and if ~p(L)C ~(L), then L is said to have the principal projection 
property (abbreviated as p.p.p.). For more information on these properties we 
refer the reader to ([3], Chapter IV). 
Now, let ~ZM be as in Section 2. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let M be a normal Riesz subspace of L and let B e ~(M) be 
given. Set C= ~M(B) and assume that Ce .O°(L). Then we have 
(i) I f  feM +, then Pc feBcM.  
(ii) Be  ~(M). 
PROOF. (i) Let fe  M + be given. Since C e N(L), Pc f  exists in L. Now let 
{mr : re  T} be a maximal disjoint system in B +. Then it is also a maximal 
disjoint system in C +. Hence, 
Pc f  = sup { ~, (km~A f )  : k e N, NC T, Nfinite}. 
~N 
Here the supremum is taken in L. Observe that all elements km~Af are in B + 
and since M is normal, it follows that Pc feM.  Hence Pc feB  +, since 
B e ~(M). 
(ii) To show that B is a projection band in M, le t feM + be given. By part 
(i) we have Pc fe  B + • Obviously this implies that Pcf i s  the projection of f onto 
B. Thus M = B + B m. 
An immediate consequence of the above is the following. 
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COROLLARY 4.3. Let M be a normal Riesz subspace of L. 
(i) I f  L has the p.p., then M has the p.p. 
(ii) I f  L has the p.p.p., then M has the p.p.p. 
Next we show that normal Riesz subspace inherit more properties of L. 
LEMMA 4.4. Let M be a normal Riesz subspace of  L. 
(i) I f  L is Dedekind complete, then M is Dedekind complete. Moreover, in 
this case M is also a regular Riesz subspace of L. 
(ii) l f  L is Dedekind a-complete, then M is Dedekind a-complete. 
PROOF. (i) Assume that L is Dedekind complete. Let FCM +, foeM+ be 
such that O<f<-fo for a l l feF .  Then fl  =sup F exists in L ÷. Now fl  eM + by 
assumption and clearly f~ is the supremum of F taken in M. To show that M is 
regular, let f~$0 in M. Since L is Dedekind complete there exists anfo eL  + such 
that f~+fo in L. Now foe  M, so f0 = 0 has to hold. 
(ii) Follows similarly. 
Before presenting the main result of this section, we introduce a useful class 
of normal Riesz subspaces. To this end, let B e ~(L) and let f0 e L + be given. 
Set 
M(B, fo)= {f  6L  : f =b + otfo, beB,  ot6 R}. 
Now clearly M(B, fo) is a linear subspace. If  f0 ~ B, then M(B, fo) = B, so M(B, fo) 
is a normal Riesz subspace of L. Therefore, assume that f0 ~ B. Clearly, in that 
case, if f~  M(B, fo), then the representation f= b + c~f0, b E B, a ~ R is unique. 
Next, we show that M(B, fo) is a Riesz subspace of L. To this end, let 
3"1,f2 ~ M(B, fo) be given. Let bi ~ B, ai ~ R be such that j~ = b i + o~if 0 (i = 1, 2). 
Now assume that a2-> al. Then 
fl  vf2 = (bl + cqf0)v(b2 + ct2fo) = (bl + (cq - o~2)f0)Vb2 + ct2f 0. (*) 
Setting 
b = (b 1 + (al - Otz)f0)Vb2, 
it follows from ot2 -> al and f0 -> 0 that 
bz <.b<_.blvb2 . 
Hence, b eB,  so f l  vf2 eM(B, fo). Thus M(B, fo) is a Riesz subspace of L. Finally, 
we show that it is normal. To this end, let fr ~ M(B, fo) and fe  L be such that 
fr{f. For all r there exist unique b~ E B, ar e ~ such that fr = b~ + arfo. First we 
show that the ¢t~'s are bounded from above. Indeed, if a~<0 for all r there is 
nothing to prove, so, without loss of generality, we may assume that a~ > 0 for 
all r. Now, since f0 ¢ B, there exists a g ~ B a such that 0 < g_<f0. Now b~ .L g for 
all r, so 
fv0  ___frY0 = (b r + c~rfo)V0 _> (b r + a~g)V0 = brV0 + arg >- crag. 
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Since L is Archimedean, the a~'s must be bounded from above. Next, set 
ao = sup {a~} and let b =f -ao fo .  Then 
0<_ [b-b~[ <_ tf  -a r fo -br l  + laO-arlfo = If- f~[ + l a0 -  a~lfo. 
Since the right hand side decreases to zero, it follows that b~b (order con- 
vergence in L). Hence, b e B, so 
f = f - aofo + ctofo = b + aofo ~ M(B, fo). 
This shows that M(B, fo) is normal. 
LEMMA 4.5. LetBe  ~(L ) , foEL  + begiven. LetM(B,  fo) beasabove. 
(i) M(B, fo) is a normal Riesz subspace of  L. 
(ii) Set F={b~B:b<- fo} .  Then F~O. Moreover, FCM(B,  fo) and the 
supremum ofF,  taken in the Riesz space M(B, fo ) exists. 
PROOF. (i) Is shown above. 
(ii) Since 0 e F we have F~e 0. Clearly FC  B C M(B, fo). In the remaining part 
of this proof we work in the Riesz space M(B, fo). Obviously, if fo e B, then 
f0 = sup F. Therefore, assume that f0 ~ B. Clearly f0 is an upperbound for F. I f  
already f0 = sup F (in M(B, fo)), then there is nothing to prove, so assume in the 
rest of this proof that there exists an f l~  M(B, fo) such that b_<fl <f0 for all 
b ~ F. Next, set Bo = F dd ( = B f3 {fo}dd). Then B 0 C B and Bo ~ ~(M(B, fo)). Now 
f l  = bo + aofo, where b0 ~ B and ao e E are unique. Since 0 e F, we have 
0 <_ bo + aofo <fo. 
This implies that bo ~ Bo and from (*) above, it follows that 0_< ao-< 1. We 
consider three cases. 
(a). Assume that ao = 0. Then we have b_< bo <fo for all b ~F. It follows 
that b o ~ F, so bo = sup F which finishing the proof for this case. 
(b). Assume that ao = 1. Then we have bo +fo <fo, so bo <0. Since bo e Bo, 
al =sup {(z~ R : -  abo_<fo} (**) 
exists. Now - albo ~ F, so - albo <-fo + bo. Hence - (cq + 1)b o -<fo. This contra- 
dicts (**) above. Thus al < 1 has to hold. 
(c). Assume that 0 < a o < 1. Let g =fo - f l .  Then g > 0. Furthermore, g & Bo. 
Indeed, if not there exists a b ~ Bo such that 
O<b<g=fo- f l .  
Hence fl  <fo - b <fo, so fo - b is also an upper bound for F. By part (b) this is 
impossible. Hence g ± B0. Next, assume that bo > 0. Since bo e Bff, it follows 
that 
a I --sup {at  R: orb o --<fo} 
exists. Then albo ~F, so 
o:1 bo <- aofo + bo = aofo + b~ - bo . 
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Hence, setting fl=(1 +al)/ao, then fl>aa and flbo <-fo+b~. Since bo .l.b~-, 
this implies flbo <fo. This is impossible, so bo > 0. Finally, set bl = (1 - C~o)- 1 bo. 
Then bl e B~-. Furthermore, 
bl =f0 - (1 - a0)-lg <f0. 
Since g _L B 0 it follows that for all b ~ F we have b _< bl. Also bl e F, so bl = sup F. 
Thus the lemma is proved. 
Finally, we apply the above results to prove the main theorem of this section. 
THEOREM 4.6. The following are equivalent. 
(i) L has the p.p. 
(ii) Every normal Riesz subspace of L is regular. 
(iii) For all B ~ ~(L) and for all f e L +, M(B,f) is regular. 
PROOF. (i)=(ii). Assume that L has the p.p. Let M be a normal Riesz 
subspace of L. Furthermore, let Be  ~(L) be given. Set C=BNM and let 
D = C dd (in L). Finally, le t fe  M + be given. Thenf=f l  +f2, fl e D, f2 e D d since 
L has the p.p. Now, by Lemma 4.2 (i i)f l  e Cmm because D= ng(Cmm). In 
particular feM.  Since DCB, we also havefl eB,  sof l  eBfqM= C. Likewise it 
follows that f2eC m. Hence M=C+C m, so C is a band. By Theorem 3.4 it 
follows that M is regular. 
(ii)=(iii). If every normal Riesz subspace of L is regular, then for all 
Be  ~(L) and for all f0 eL+ it follows that M(B, fo) is regular in view of 
Lemma 4.5 (i). 
(iii) = (i). Assume that for all fe  L + and for all B e ~(L) the normal Riesz 
subspace M(B,f) is regular. Now, let Be  ~(L) and feL  + be given. Let 
F= {b e B : b -<f}. By Lemma 4.5 (ii) sup F=fl exists in M(B,f). Now M(B,f) is 
regular, so f l  = sup Ftaken in L holds as well. This shows that every feM + has 
a projection onto B, so B e ~(L). Hence L has the p.p. 
5. POSITIVE PROJECTIONS 
In this section, let T:L~L be a positive linear map. Defining 
Ny= {fet  : T I f  I =0} and CT=N d, 
it follows that Nr is an ideal and CT is a band in L. The ideal Nr is called the 
absolute null ideal of T and Cr is called the carrier of T. We note that T is 
strictly positive on C:r, i.e., i f fe  Cr, f>O, then Tf>O. However, observe that it 
can very well simultaneously happen that T, :0,  CT={0}. If Cr=L (so 
NT ={0}), then T is said to be strictly positive. We shall investigate the 
behaviour of T if it is a projection, i.e., if T z = T. Before presenting an inter- 
esting class of such projections, we present an example. 
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EXAMPLE 5.1. Let L=LI([0,1]) with respect o Lebesgue measure 2 on 
[0, 1]. For a l l feL ,  set 
T l f=f  Z[0, +1 + ( ~ f Z[0, ~]d2)z[~. 1> 
T2f = 2( ~ f Z[o,+ld2)Z[o, 1].
Then Ti>_O, T~= Ti and Ti is order continuous (i= 1,2). Furthermore, TI(L) is 
not a Riesz subspace of L and T2(L) is a regular and normal Riesz subspace of 
L. Finally, note that Ti(L) is not contained in CTi (i = 1, 2). 
As we see from the above examples, it can happen that the range of a positive 
projection is a Riesz subspace, but this is not automatically the case, not even if 
the projection is order continuous. Therefore, we introduce the following. 
DEFINITION 5.2. The positive linear map T :L - , L  & called a Riesz 
projection on L if T 2 = T and if T(L) C CT. The collection of all Riesz pro- 
jections on L is denoted by RP(L). 
We note that every band projection of L is in RP(L). The maps Ti (i = 1, 2) of 
Example 5.1 are not in RP(L) although they are projections. Before showing 
the importance of the above definition we first derive the following. 
LEMMA 5.3. Let T: L-+ L be such that T>_ O, T Hnear and T 2= T. Let f e L +. 
(i) I f  Tf  e Cr and if f<_ Tf, then f= Tf . 
(ii) I f  f e CT and if Tf  <_f, then Tf = f. 
PROOF. (i) Assume that Tfe Cr and that f<_ Tf. Set g = Tf - f .  Then g_> 0 
and geCr .  Furthermore, Tg= T(T f - f )  =0, so g=0.  Thus Tf=f.  
(ii) Follows similarly. 
THEOREM 5.4. Let Te RP(L). Then T(L) is a regular and normal Riesg 
subspace of L. 
PROOF. Set M= T(L). Clearly M is a linear subspace of L. Next, let fe  M be 
given. Since T_>0 and since Tf=f,  we have 
r ( f  +) >_ Tf vO - - f+.  
By Lemma 5.3 (i) it follows that T( f  +) =f+,  so f+ eM.  Thus M is a Riesz 
subspace. Now, let gr$0 in M, and let geL  be such that O<_g<_& for all r. Then 
geCr ,  TgeMand 
0<_ Tg<_ T&=& 
for all r, so Tg = 0. By Lemma 5.3 (ii) it follows that g = 0. Hence M is regular. 
Finally, le t f~eM + andfeL  + be such that f~f ( in  L). Then 
o-<L= TL <- Tf 
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for all r, so 0<f_< Tf  holds. Again by Lemma 5.3 (i), it follows that Tf=f ,  so 
fe  M. This shows that M is normal. 
We note that the above theorem is a generalization of ([2], Lemma 3.1). Next 
we show that, under some additional conditions, a TeRP(L )  has many 
invariant bands. 
LEMMA 5.5. Let TeRP(L )  be given and set M= T(L). Furthermore let 
B e M(M) be given and set C = lrM(B) ( = Bad). Assume that C e ~(L). Finally, 
assume that either 
(a) T is a-order continuous, or 
(b) M dd coincides with the ideal of  L generated by M. 
Then T( C) = B. 
PROOF. First note that B C C and that T(b)= b for all b e B, so B C T(C). 
For the converse inclusion, let fe  C + be given. Since C e ~(L) and since M is 
normal (Theorem 5.4), it follows from Lemma 4.2 (ii) that B e ~(M). We have 
to show that Tfe  B. 
(a) Assume that T is a-order continuous. Since B e ~(M) it follows that 
Tf=f l  +f2, f l  ~ B +, f2 e B m +. Now f~ {fl }dd, Indeed, if not, there were a 
b e B +, bAfl = O, bAf> O. Furthermore, 
0 < T(bAf)  <_ TbA Tf= bA(f 1 +f2) = bAf] = 0 
(since b e B, f 2 e Bm). Therefore, we have indeed f e {f  l }rid. Hence 
f=sup {fA(nf l ) :ne  N}. 
Since T is a-order continuous this implies 
Now 
Tf= sup {T(fA(nf l ) ) :n~ N}. 
0<_ T( f^(nf  O)<_nTfl = nfl e B, 
so TfeB.  
(b) Assume that M ad coincides with the ideal of L generated by M. Since 
f~CCM aa, there exists an m~M + such that O<f<m.  Now m=m~+mz,  
ml eB,  m2~B m and since f~B aa we have O<_f<ml. Hence, 0_< Tf< Tml = 
=ml eB,  so TfeB.  Thus the lemma is proved. 
By way of an example we show that the conclusion of Lemma 5.5 does not 
have to hold if we do not require (a) or (b) for T. 
EXAMPLE 5.6. Let L = l~o. Elements of L are denoted by f= (fl,f2 .... ), f ,  e [R 
(n e N). Set e = (1, 1 .... ), i.e., all coordinates of e are 1. Furthermore, set 
A={f~L: f2n=O(neN) ,  l imf2.+l=O }. 
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Then A is an ideal in L. Let C=A dd in L. For a l l feL ,  set 
oo 
0( f )  = 2 2-nf2.-1 • 
n=|  
Then ¢ is a linear functional on L, 0 is strictly positive on C and ¢ vanishes on 
Cd. Now, let e0 be the projection of e onto C, i.e., 
e0 = (1,0, 1,0, 1, ...). 
By the Hahn-Banach theorem there exists a positive linear functional ~, on L 
such that ~ vanishes on A + C d and qJ(eo) = I. Let el = e - e0 and let a = (ab a2 .... ) 
be given by 
a2n = O, a2n _ l =3.2  -~ 
(n e N). Then aeA,  q~(a)-= 1. Finally, for a l l feL ,  set 
T f= ~( f )a  + ¢ff(f)e 1 + PDf 
where D = C d. It is immediately verified that Te RP(L). Setting B = { aa : a e ~}, 
it follows that Be  ,#(M) and that ~rM(B)=C~ ,~(L). Furthermore, e0e C, but 
Teo = a + e~ ¢i B. Hence, B is strictly included in T(C) in the present case. 
Next we show that many elements of RP(L) commute with a class of band- 
projections. We recall that if TeRP(L )  and if we set M= T(L), then M is a 
regular and normal Riesz subspace of L. Now, let ~M: .~(M)--' ?X(L) be as in 
Section 2. In the next theorem we use the following notation. 
7rM(2(M)) = {Be N(L ) :B= nM(C) for a Ce  ,~(M)}. 
THEOREM 5.7. Let Te  RP(L) and set M= T(L). Assume in addition that 
either T is a-order continuous or that M da coincides with the ideal of  L 
generated by M. 
(i) I f  Be  ZrM(,~(M)) is such that Be  ,~(L), then PsT f  = TPBf for  all f eL .  
(ii) Assume that L has the p.p. Let B e ~(L ) be given. Then B e ZrM( ~(M)) 
if  and only if 
(a) B C M dd 
(b) PBTf = TPBf for  all f eL .  
PROOF. (i) Let B e nM(~(M))N N(L) be given and let C e ~(M) be such 
that riM(C) = B. Clearly C is unique and in fact C = B Cl M. By Lemma 4.2 (ii) we 
have C e ~(M). Moreover, for all m e M we have Pcm = PBm. Now, let fe  L + 
be given. Then 
Tf  = PcT f  + PcmTf = T(PBf ) + T(PBdf). 
Since 0 <_PBf<_fit follows that 0 _< T(Psf)  <_ Tf. Also, by Lemma 5.5, it follows 
that T(PBf) e C, so 0 _< T(PBf) ~_PcTf. Likewise it follows that 0 _< T(Pedf) <- 
<-PcmTf. Hence, we must have PBTf=PcTf= TPBf. Clearly the same equality 
holds for all fe  L. 
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(ii) First, let Be nM(~(M)) be given. Then BCM da. Furthermore, since L 
has the p.p., it follows that Be  ~(L). Therefore, we have PBTf= TPBffor all 
feL ,  by part (i). Next, let Be  ~(L) satisfy (a) and (b). Set C=MfqB. Then 
Ce  ~(M) (by Theorem 3.4 since M is regular). Furthermore, let De 7rM(C). 
Then obviously DcB.  Now, by part (i) and by condition (b), it follows that 
TPDf = PDTf = PcTf = PBTf = TPBf 
for a l l feL .  Hence, if feD d, then TPBf= TPDf=O. Since BcMddCCT, this 
can only happen if fe  B d, so B = D e 7~M(~(M)). 
In the final part of this paper we shall derive some necessary conditions for L 
in order that every regular and normal Riesz subspace is the range of positive 
projection. A first step is the following. 
LEMMA 5.8. Let B e ~(L) be given. Then the following are equivalent. 
(i) Be  ~(L). 
(ii) There exists an order continuous Te RP(L) such that T(L) = B. 
(iii) There exists a TeRP(L) such that T(L)=B. 
(iv) There exists a linear T:L-*L such that 7"2= T, T>_O and T(L) =B. 
PROOF. Clearly (i) = (ii) = (iii) = (iv). 
(iv)=(i). Let T :L~L  be a positive and linear map such that T 2= T and 
T(L) = B. Let fe  L + be given and let f l  =fA Tf. Then fl  e B and fl  -<f. Now, let 
b e B be such that 0 _< b ___f. Then 0 _< b = Tb <_ Tf, so 
0 <_ b < TfAf=f~. 
Hencef l  =sup {beB + :b<_f}, so Be  ~(L). 
The above may seem to be trivial, but we shall show that a projection onto a 
band is not neccessarily the bandprojection. 
EXAMPLE 5.9. Let 
L = {fe C( [ -  1, 1]):f(0) =0}, 
and let 
B= {feL  :f(x) =0 for all x_<0}. 
Then B is a band in L. Now, for all fe  L, set 
(Tf)(x) =f(x) +f(  - x) if x _> 0 
(Tf)(x) = 0 if x _< 0. 
Then T2= T, Tis linear, T_>0 and T(L)=B, but Tis not the projection PB. 
In the following theorem L -  will denote the order dual of L, i.e., the 
collection of all linear functionals on L which are the difference of two positive 
linear functionals on L. 
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THEOREM 5.10 (i) Assume that every normal and regular Riesz subspace of 
L is the range ofapositiveprojection. Then L-  separates L and ~(L) = ~(L). It 
follows that every normal Riesz subspace of L is the range of a positive 
projection. 
(ii) Assume that every normal and regular Riesz subspace of L is the range 
of an element of RP(L). Then ,~(L) = ~(L) and every principal band of L 
carries a strictly positive linear functional. 
PROOF. Since every band is a normal and regular Riesz subspace we have 
~(L) = ~(L) in view of Lemma 5.8. Hence L has the p.p., so every normal Riesz 
subspace of L is regular by Theorem 4.6. Thus every normal Riesz subspace is 
indeed the range of a positive projection. To show that L -  separates L, let 
ee l  +, eg:O be given. Set Me= {tee: tee R}. Then Me is a normal and regular 
Riesz subspace of L. Hence, there exists a positive projection T from L onto 
M e. Now, let f~  L. Then Tf~ Me, 
Tf = OT(f)e, 
where 0r ( f )  ~ R. Clearly Or is a positive linear functional on L and Or(e) = 1, so 
L -  separates L. 
(ii) Clearly ~(L)= ~(L) in view of part (i). Now, let eeL  ÷, e4:O and let 
B-- {e} da. We have to show that there exists a 0~L- ,  0---0 and 0(b) >0 for all 
b~B + , b~O. To this end, let Me be as in part (i). Then there exists a T~RP(L) 
with T(L)=Me. Let Or be as in part (i) and let b~B+i b>0 be given. Then 
b¢B dd = Me C CT, SO Tb > 0. Hence Or(b) > 0. Thus Or satisfies all requirements. 
Finally we present an example of a Riesz space L with the following pro- 
perties. 
(a) L is Dedekind complete. 
(b) There exists an order continuous trictly positive linear functional 0 on L. 
(c) There exists a normal (and here regular) Riesz subspace M of L that is not 
the range of an element of RP(L). 
EXAMPLE 5.1 1. Consider the interval [ -  ½, ½] with the Borel a-algebra 9A and 
Lebesgue measure 2 on 9.1. Let 
= {A ~ 9.1:xeA implies -xeA}.  
Then 910 is a sub a-algebra of 9.1. Defining 
L = {fe Ll(9.1, 2 ) :fx[-+,01 eL2(gX, X),fZ[o,~] e L1(9-1, 2)} 
M = L2(gJ.0, 2). 
Then L is a super Dedekind complete Riesz space carrying a strictly positive 
order continuous linear functional (for instance the Lebesgue-integral). It is 
easily verified that M is a normal (and hence regular) Riesz subspace of L. Note 
already that M is the range of a positive projection. Indeed, i f fe  L, set 
Tf(x)=f(x) if O-½_<x_<O 
Tf(x) =f( -  x) if 0_x_  ½. 
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However, this T is not in RP(L) since L2(9/o, 2) is not contained in Cr, because 
Cr= { feL  :fxt0,+] = 0}. 
We shall show that M is not the range of an element of RP(L). First note that if 
S:L~L is a positive linear map, then S is a-order continuous (and hence order 
continuous). Indeed, norming L by setting for all fe  L 
[[f[[ = Ilfxt-+,01 tl2 + Ilfxt0,~j Ill, 
it follows that L is a Banach lattice. Hence, S is continuous by ([4], Theorem II). 
Now note that iffn~0 in L, then [[fn][ +0, so S(fn)~0. Thus, S is a-order con- 
tinuous. Now, assume that M is the range of TeRP(L). Then T is strictly 
positive, a-order continuous and T(XE- k, ~1) = XE-- .~, kl" Hence, by ([2], Theorem 3) 
there exists a probability measure v on 9/such that 
(a) v = it on 9/0. 
(B) v,~it. 
(y) For all f~  L and for all A ~ 9/0 we have 
I f  dv= I Tfdv. 
A A 
Let g be the Radon-Nikodym derivative of v with respect o it. Then g is 
positive on [ -  3, 3]. Next, let e > 0 in ~ be given and assume that At  9/is such 
that A C [0, 3] and g(x) >_ e for all x e A. Let fe  L ÷ be such that f vanishes 
outside A and f¢  L2(9/, it). Define 
if(x) = ½f(x) + ½f( - x) 
for all x e [ - 3, 3]. Then f '  e L~ (9/0, 2), f '  ~ L2(9/0, 2) = M. Now, for all A ~ 9/0, we 
have 
I Tfd2= I Tfdv= I fdv= Ifgdit>e I fdu=e If'dp. 
A A A A A A 
This can only happen if Tf>_ef'. But f f~M,  so g must vanish on [0,3]. In that 
case it follows from (y) that Tf= 0 for a l l f~ L which vanish on [ - 3, 0]. But Tis 
strictly positive. This contradiction shows that M is not the range of a 
T~ RP(L). 
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